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Systema Software Selected by Republic Capital
Claims Administrators
SIMS Claims Provides Fast Go-to-Market Solution for TPA Serving California Workers’
Compensation Market with Highly Experienced Claims and Management Staff
Larkspur, Calif. – September 30, 2015 – Systema Software, LLC, a leading provider of claims
administration software and services to the insurance industry, today announced that Republic
Capital Claims Administrators, Inc. has selected SIMS Claims™ to support its California
workers’ compensation (WC) claims administration services.
Republic Capital Claims Administrators (RCCA) is a third-party administrator (TPA), designed
and driven by executives with in-depth expertise in the California WC market. The executive
team has worked at and helped manage many large, national TPAs. After seeing many TPAs
undergo mergers, acquisitions, and national expansion, they decided to form RCCA to bring
back the personalized service that many of today’s small- to mid-sized California companies lack
but desperately need.
Jose Tribuzio, CEO of Systema Software, commented, “We’re thrilled to have the opportunity to
work with Republic Capital Claims Administrators. This entrepreneurial TPA has identified an
underserved segment of the WC market, and they’re taking an innovative approach by leveraging
a powerful, configurable system like SIMS to meet the unique needs of their target market.”
“In our assessment, Systema Software offered an industry-leading cloud-hosted solution, which
would enable us to quickly implement and effectively scale to meet the needs of our customers,”
said Byron Kerns, President and CEO of Republic Capital Claims Administrators. “We looked at
five different claim systems, and SIMS Claims came out on top. SIMS is flexible and user

friendly, and it’ll provide clients with extensive reporting and real-time data to manage their WC
programs. SIMS will also help us interact on a personal level with our clients, sharing system
information and communicating to achieve optimal savings and best-possible outcomes.”
Brian Mack, Vice President of Sales & Marketing at Systema Software, commented, “By
leveraging SIMS Claims via our cloud platform, RCCA gains immediate access to a cutting-edge
claims system. They’ll be able to rapidly extend their TPA services to the California WC market.
As a fast and flexible go-to-market solution, SIMS provides the necessary workflow, automation,
and compliance capabilities, so RCCA can facilitate a unique strategy for its customer.”
“RCCA executives have worked in California WC for 20 or more years,” said Kerns. “Small- to
mid-sized self-insured entities have said that there’s a gap in serving their needs. We’ve
responded with a unique TPA offering that provides highly experienced claims staff and
customized programs. In the past, it’s been tough for organizations to grasp their program as a
whole. Our total management approach, driven by SIMS data, will give clients a comprehensive
understanding of their claims costs and empower them to improve program performance.”
About Republic Capital Claims Administrators, Inc.
Republic Capital Claims Administrators, Inc., (RCCA) understands the California workers’
compensation environment. Our management team has decades of experience in implementing
and managing claims programs. In addition, our highly experienced claims professionals, claims
management best practices, and state-of-the-art technology work to diligently mitigate costs at
every level of the claims process and achieve the best possible outcomes. Our strategic approach
and proactive claims methodologies drive program success—while offering unique resources and
the flexibility to meet clients’ specific risk management needs. For more information, visit
www.republicclaims.com.
About Systema Software
Systema Software, LLC, provides flexible, comprehensive solutions and services to the
insurance industry. SIMS Claims is an innovative, award-winning claims administration system,
which is highly praised by clients and well recognized by industry experts as a leading claims
solution. Together, our team of Big 4 consulting and industry veterans, experienced software

developers, and project managers deliver an architecturally strong enterprise platform, designed
for superior speed, scalability, and performance. With advanced technology and focused
customer service, Systema Software has experienced phenomenal growth and success, earning
high rankings on the national Inc. 5000 and local Fast 100 lists of fastest-growing private
companies. For more information, visit us online at www.systemasoft.com.
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